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Welcome to Homelegance
World of Fine Home Furnishings

Your home not only reflects your desire to live in an environment that provides form and function but
also is a reflection of your personal style.
From the simple lines of contemporary furniture to the intricate carvings of traditional furniture, the
elegance of our products is expressed in the extensive variety of our product line.
We can think of no more exciting way to release this OCCASIONAL catalog than to provide furniture
which you and your family can enjoy living with.
Homelegance is your whole home resource for the style you want, the value you deserve, the quality
you expect and the variety you require.

Style

From classical to modern furniture, we strive to offer the freshest and most functional
piece of furniture for every room in your home. With that in mind, our products are stylish
as they are timeless.

VALUE	

The answer is simple, we won’t sell style without value, and we won’t sell value without
style. Each product is designed to provide the best value without sacrificing its look and
appearance.

QUALITY

Every piece of our furniture is constructed by professionals with expertise, advanced
technologies, and innovative solutions to satisfy the needs and expectations of our
valued customers.

VARIETY	

Our extensive product selection accommodates any lifestyle and any setting. As your
whole home resource, Homelegance offers design solutions for every room.

Product image (including colors, textures, materials, designs) and information (including dimension, specifications, SKU)
contained in this catalog are based on the latest image and information available at time of printing. Due to various factors,
product image and information are subject to change.

Frolic COLLECTION
Providing functional use and retro-modern styling for your home is the Frolic
Collection. The design of the occasional tables allows for perfect placement
within your home to accent your busy lifestyle. The brown finish combined
with polished nickel knob hardware, drawer storage and a Mid-Century inspired
profile, all blend effortlessly to create this stylish home collection. The collection
also features home entertainment and office options.
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3590-30
3590-04
3590-05

Cocktail Table with Two Functional Drawers
End Table with Functional Drawer
Sofa Table with Two Functional Drawers

48 x 24 x 18H
18 x 15 x 24.25H
48 x 16 x 32.25H

Saluki COLLECTION
The classic look of Mid-Century modern design will not only prove to be a stylish addition
to your home, but a functional one as well. The Saluki Collection’s retro profile combined
with the multi-layer design will serve as tabletop display space and artful conversation
piece.

3602-30
3602-04
3602-05

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

46 x 24 x 19H
29 x 22 x 25H
46 x 16 x 31H

T-2

Lhasa COLLECTION
Mid-Century modern design inspiration takes shape in the form of the Lhasa Collection. Ash
veneer is highlighted by a warm walnut finish in this occasional table offering. The rounded
tops of the cocktail table and end table are supported by angled legs that are synonymous with
this cool retro-styling.

T-3

3607-30
3607-04

Cocktail Table
End Table

46 x 24 x 19H
24 x 21.75 x 21H

Anika COLLECTION
Drawing inspiration from Danish Mid-Century modern design, the Anika Collection is
a stylish addition to your home’s living room space. The gentle curve of the table top is
perfectly accentuated by the angled legs that are the signature to this classic look. Light
ash finish over ash veneer is utilized to further the retro-contemporary design.

1915-30N
1915-04N
1915-05N

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

47.25 x 23.75 x 17.75H
23.75 x 21.75 x 21.5H
47.25 x 17.25 x 29.5H

T-4

Liatris COLLECTION
The expected lines of retro design are given a bold update in the Liatris Collection.
Book-match acacia veneer is highlighted with a gray finish that serves to reflect
the natural highs and lows of the wood’s grain. Providing a solid support structure
to the rounded tabletop of each piece are the sturdily angled legs.

T-5

1744-01
1744-04
1744-05

Round Cocktail Table
Round End Table
Sofa Table

38 Dia x 16H
26 Dia x 20H
48 x 18 x 30H

BEAUGRAND COLLECTION
With leaning towards the styles of industrial, contemporary and transitional, the Beaugrand
Collection will be an appropriate choice for a number of living room decors. The sofa
table, end table, and cocktail table feature decorative metal banding and are supported by
a modified X-base pedestal.

5177-30
5177-04
5177-05

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

50 x 26 x 19H
26 x 24 x 24H
50 x 18.5 x 30H

• Stainless steel apron banding

T-6

PIERRE COLLECTION
Oval table tops are supported by elegantly curved legs in the Pierre Collection. The rich
espresso finish is complemented by the glass insert table tops. Lower shelving provides a
platform to display your prized possessions.

3508-30
3508-04
3508-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Insert
End Table with Glass Insert
Sofa Table with Glass Insert

• Glass insert top

51.75 x 32 x 18H
31 x 27 x 24H
51.75 x 23.75 x 31H

VINCENT COLLECTION
Glass overlays the intricate acacia wood block staggered pattern of the Vincent
Collection. Each intricate pattern surrounds a center contrasting block. These unique
tables feature display shelves and a modern two-toned natural acacia and espresso finish,
with glass insert table tops.
3299-01
3299-04
3299-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Insert
End Table with Glass Insert
Sofa Table with Glass Insert

42 x 42 x 20H
26 x 26 x 24H
50 x 18 x 30H

• Glass insert top
T-7
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Festus COLLECTION
Offered for your living room is the Festus Collection. Extending to support and
frame the corners of the light toned genuine marble tabletop are dark cherry finished
legs. At home in contemporary to transitional settings, the Festus Collection will be
a stylish addition to your home.
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5466-30
5466-04

Cocktail Table with Marble Top
End Table with Marble Top

• Genuine marble top

48 x 24 x 19H
24 x 22 x 24H

Ridley COLLECTION
Industrial styling is softened by the blending of natural elements to create a stylish
look in the Ridley Collection. A creamy white stone marble top is supported by
the weathered wood finished base of each table – comprised of wood framing that
includes display shelving with slat construction and angled supports.

3551-30
3551-04
3551-05

Cocktail Table with Marble Top
End Table with Marble Top
Sofa Table with Marble Top

48 x 26 x 20H
25 x 23 x 24H
48 x 18 x 31H

• Genuine marble top

T-10

Santos COLLECTION
Blending the elements of Craftsman styling, industrial design, and natural wood tones to
achieve the unique look of the Santos Collection. The design of this occasional offering
is enhanced by distressing its solid rubberwood table tops, which cover in natural brown
finish allowing for the grain to capture one’s eye. Staple accenting on the table’s edge
hints at a rough-hewn industrial look that has been softened for your living room.

T-11

8079-30
8079-04

Cocktail Table
End Table

• Solid wood top

47.25 x 23.5 x 17.75H
22 x 22 x 21.25H

Schleiger COLLECTION
Transitionally styled with a burnished brown finish, the Schleiger Collection
features bold accenting for your living room. Sturdy legs support the metal and
rivet banded table tops of the cocktail table, sofa table and end table.

5400-30
5400-04
5400-05

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

47.75 x 26 x 18H
24 x 23.5 x 23.75H
47.75 x 17.75 x 30H

• Tops bordered with metal trim & decorative nail heads

T-12

Anna Claire COLLECTION
Creating a unique style that blends femininity with gracefully weathered industrial accenting,
the Anna Claire Collection provides an unexpectedly elegant addition to a number of living
spaces. A driftwood finish covers the wood of the bases that support the rusticated zinc
tabletops. Nail head accent table banding adds to the creative look of the collection.
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5428-30
5428-04
5428-05

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

• Zinc table top

50 x 26 x 17.25H
26 x 24 x 23.25H
50 x 18.5 x 29.25H

FACTORY COLLECTION
Blending the look of vintage industrial with modern design is the Factory
Collection. Burnished rustic wood planks are framed with wrought iron style
metal supports in this stylish occasional table offering. The sofa and end tables
feature X-framing that draws inspiration from the bracing seen in so many
industrial settings, while the reproduction factory cart takes a functional object
and turns it into a piece of art. Matching bookcase is also available.

3228-30
3228-04
3228-05
3228-12

Cocktail Table with Functional Wheels
End Table
Sofa Table / TV Stand
Bookcase

47 x 31 x 16.5H
24 x 22 x 23H
62 x 18 x 30H
26 x 15 x 74.5H

• Solid wood top and shelf
• Cocktail table with wheels for easy mobility

T-14

Sedley COLLECTION
Whether your home leans to transitional or contemporary design, the Sedley
Collection will be the perfect fit for your living room needs. From the distinct
walnut veneer pattern to the unique framing of the cocktail table and end table, each
design component lends to placement in a variety of home settings. The dark metal
horizontal hardware and metal support framing complements the finish of the group
while providing distinct contrast. Drawer storage lends additional functionality to
the collection. The collection also features bedroom, dining, home entertainment
and office options.
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5415RF-30
5415RF-04

Cocktail Table with Two Functional Drawers
End Table with Functional Drawer

Upholstery: 9907BR Resonance Collection

48 x 24 x 19H
22 x 22 x 22H

DARIA COLLECTION
A continuous metal frame comprises the support system in the Daria Collection.
Topped with a weathered wood veneered table top, with hints of gray within the
finish, lending distinct character. This rustic occasional and home entertainment
offering will be the centerpiece to your casual living space.
3224N-30
3224N-04
3224N-05
3224N-16
3224N-17

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table / TV Stand
26”W Bookcase
40”W Bookcase

47.75 x 23.75 x 18H
23.75 x 21.75 x 24H
50 x 18 x 30H
26 x 15 x 74.25H
40 x 18 x 72H

3224N-16

3224N-17

Mehta COLLECTION
Sleek contemporary styling is fully achieved in the design of the Mehta Collection. The
clipped corners of the tabletops and bases are joined by canted acrylic legs while black
glass is inset into the metal framed top and base of the tables, further lending to the
modern look of the collection.

Dogue COLLECTION
The multi-purpose functionality of the Dogue Collection allows you create the perfect
combination of home entertainment, occasional and office furniture for your home. Gunmetal
finish provides distinct contrast to printed gray wood grain melamine veneer in this modern
occasional collection. The available cocktail table and end table blend effortlessly with the
other pieces of this collection or provide complementing accent to the items that already
fill your modern space.
3606-30
3606-04
36060-16
36060-17
T-17

Cocktail Table
End Table
4-Shelf Bookcase
5-Shelf Bookcase

3613-30
3613-04

Cocktail Table with Casters
End Table

48 x 26 x 18H
23.5 x 23.5 x 23.75H

• Cocktail Table with casters for easy mobility

48 x 24 x 18H
24 x 24 x 24H
27 x 16 x 60H
27 x 16 x 77H
36060-16

36060-17

T-18

DAISY COLLECTION
Daisy Collection combines superb visual appearance and fine quality that you need in
your living room area. The table group features an elegant tulip base and clear glass top to
provide an open airy feel. Constructed of hardwood veneers in refreshing espresso finish.
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710-30
710-04
710-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Top
Round End Table with Glass Top
Sofa Table with Glass Top

52 x 28 x 18.5H
30 Dia x 21H
50 x 19 x 28H

Sicily COLLECTION
With framing that gracefully conforms to the uniquely cut-away glass and wood
display shelving, the Sicily Collection lends a distinct modern look to your
living room. The curves of the display platforms lend to the look of a modified
hourglass profile for each table. Discreet drawer storage lends additional
functionality to the cocktail table.

3534-30
3534-04
3534-05

Cocktail Table
with Hidden Tray and Glass Top
End Table with Glass Top
Sofa Table with Glass Top

47.75 x 26.75 x 18.5H
27 x 21 x 24.75H
47.75 x 16.75 x 30.75H

T-20

Akita COLLECTION
The modern design that inspires your home’s aesthetic will also serve to
lend function to your living room’s décor with the addition of the Akita
Collection. Tucked neatly beneath the cocktail table are 4 stools that
provide additional seating space. Each table in the collection features an
inset glass accent – round on both the cocktail and end tables, oval on the
sofa table – and cherry finish that highlights the distinct veneer pattern.

T-21

3614-01
3614-04
3614-05

Cocktail Table with Four Stools 			
Cocktail Table: 40 x 40 x 19H			
Stool:
18 x 18 x 17.5H
End Table
26 x 26 x 23.75H
Sofa Table
47.75 x 18.75 x 29H

• Glass insert top

BRUSSEL COLLECTION
Perfect for apartment and smaller living spaces, this stylish, espresso
finished, contemporary occasional group features clean lines, a glass
top, and wedge seating that fits perfectly under the tabletop for those
who desire a streamlined look. The seat of pie-shaped stool is covered
in dark brown bi-cast vinyl.

3219PU-01
3219-04

Round Cocktail Table with Four Stools
Round End Table

40 Dia x 19H
23 Dia x 22.5H

• Glass insert top

T-22

Laszlo COLLECTION
Contemporary styling lends a unique look to the décor of your living room in the
Laszlo Collection. The three panels of the table base intersect to support glass
tabletops. Chrome connections provide additional decorative touch while the brown
finish presents a neutral palette that blends effortlessly in a number of environments.
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3593-01
3593-04

Round Cocktail Table with Glass Top
Round End Table with Glass Top

36 Dia x 17.25H
24 Dia x 22.5H

Halston COLLECTION
Extraordinary contemporary design is utilized in the creation of the Halston
Collection. Streamlined table legs extend and intersect to support the glass
tabletops in this unique occasional table offering. The espresso finish of the
wood legs furthers the modern feel of the collection.

2952-30
2952-04N
2952-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Top
End Table with Glass Top
Sofa Table with Glass Top

52 x 32 x 20H
26 Dia x 24H
48 x 18 x 28H

T-24

FIRTH II COLLECTION
Intersecting deep cherry finished wood ovals are
set atop rounded wooden bases and serve to support
beveled glass tops in the Firth II Collection. Add
a touch of quality and contemporary style to your
home with this sleek design which melds glass
and wood into a classic contemporary design.
3401W-30
3401W-04
3401W-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Top
48 x 30 x 18H
Round End Table with
Glass Top
26 Dia x 22.25H
Sofa Table with Glass Top
48 x 18 x 30H

CHORUS COLLECTION
The Chorus Collection combines appealing style
with functionality. The dramatic curves of the
retro cool black table bases serve as the support
for the unique shaped glass tops of the Chorus
Collection.
3205-30
3205-04

T-25

Cocktail Table with Glass Top
36 x 40 x 15H
Round End Table with Glass Top
26 Dia x 22H

ALOUETTE COLLECTION
Like a window into your design world,
the Alouette Collection provides a classic,
yet modern platform for your living room
experience. The cocktail and end table feature
square tabletops with glass supports that are
connected by metal hardware.
17809
17807

Cocktail Table with All Glass
36 x 36 x 17H
End Table with All Glass
26 x 26 x 20H

Veloce COLLECTION
Bringing to mind the sleek styling of an Italian
race car, bold contemporary styling creates
eye-catching drama for your living room
with the Veloce Collection. Color blocked
black and ivory bi-cast vinyl covers the ultralow profile glass-topped cocktail table, while
chrome legs provide support.
8219-30

Cocktail Table with
Glass Top
47 x 24 x 17H

T-26

Brassica COLLECTION
The look of elegant look of gold and marble paired with a hint of glamour
and modern styling come together to create the Brassica Collection.
Printed Carrera faux white marble provides stark contrast to the geometric
inspired gold-finished round metal base of this sophisticated occasional
collection. The collection is also offered in a silver finish.

T-27

3608SV-01
3608SV-01XL
3608SV-04

Round Cocktail Table with Faux Marble Top
Large Round Cocktail Table with Faux Marble Top
Round End Table with Faux Marble Top

34.5 Dia x 18H
45 Dia x 15H
24 Dia x 25H

3608-01
3608-04

Round Cocktail Table with Faux Marble Top
Round End Table with Faux Marble Top

34.5 Dia x 18H
24 Dia x 25H

T-28
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TIOGA COLLECTION
Designed for the modern home, the Tioga Collection will provide a unique look for your
living room. Brushed chrome geometric support legs provide a distinct contrast to the
espresso finish of the tabletop and display shelves in this occasional grouping. Drawers
provide additional storage space while the functionality of the collection is further enhanced
by the lift mechanism that allows for the extension of the cocktail table’s top.

Sikeston COLLECTION
With a design that is refined in its simplicity, the Sikeston Collection will be an elegant
addition to your living room. A warm cherry finish is utilized to highlight the book
matched veneers that grace each tabletop. Clipped corners provide a decorative touch, the
lower display shelves allow for placement of your prized possessions and casters provide
functionality with ease of movement of the cocktail table.

3533-30
3533-04
3533-05

3588-30
3588-04

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top and Storage
End Table with Functional Drawer
Sofa Table with Functional Drawer

47.75 x 26 x 17.75H
21 x 26 x 24H
47.75 x 16 x 30H

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top on Casters
End Table

• Cocktail table with casters for easy mobility

47 x 23 x 18.5H
21.25 x 21.25 x 22.5H

Ballwin COLLECTION
Designed for placement in a number of living room settings, the Ballwin Collection is
a functional and stylish addition to your home. The cocktail’s tabletop lifts to extend
to your seated position and is supported by casters for ease of movement. Functional
drawers are featured on the cocktail and end table. Providing additional tabletop space
is the accompanying chairside table. A deep cherry finish over book matched veneers
solidifies this versatile occasional grouping.

Carrier COLLECTION
Designed for placement in a number of living room settings, the Carrier Collection is
a functional and stylish addition to your home. The cocktail’s tabletop lifts to extend
to your seated position and is supported by casters for ease of movement, the end table
and chairside table feature a functional drawer. All three pieces in the collection feature
lower display shelving. A dark espresso finish further lends to the look of this versatile
occasional grouping.

3256RF-30

3257RF-30
3257RF-04
3257RF-02

3256RF-04
3256RF-02

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top
and Functional Drawer on Casters
End Table with Functional Drawer
Chairside Table

• Cocktail table with casters for easy mobility
T-31

48 x 26 x 18H
22 x 24 x 22H
14 x 24 x 24H

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top on Casters
End Table with Functional Drawer
Chairside Table with Functional Drawer

• Cocktail table with casters for easy mobility

50 x 28 x 20H
24 x 27 x 24H
18 x 24 x 24H

ORTON COLLECTION
Creatively designed to meet the needs of your casual living room is the Orton
Collection. Faux marble tabletops are complimented by a rich cherry finish that covers
each of the table box-framed aprons and legs. The cocktail table features display shelf
and a convenient lift tabletop that makes this functional group a welcome addition to your
home.

CHEHALIS COLLECTION
With a design that is inspired by the traditional look of Craftsman furniture, the Chehalis
Collection features slate inlay on the table fronts, and a brown cherry finish that enhances the
ash veneers of this well-appointed occasional offering. The cocktail table has a lift mechanism
that allows for the extension of the tabletop towards your seated position. Drawers feature
prominently allowing ample storage space for your personal affects.

3447-30
3447-04

3581-30

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top and Faux Marble Top
End Table with Faux Marble Top

48 x 24 x 19H
22 x 22 x 23H

3581-04

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top and
Two Functional Drawers on Casters
End Table with Functional Drawer

• Cocktail table with casters for easy mobility
• Slate inset

T-33

48 x 28 x 20.5H
24 x 24 x 24H

Lovington COLLECTION
Turned legs provide support to the tabletops and display shelves of the Lovington
Collection. Modern traditional styling is achieved with a blend of classic accents – turned
legs, knob hardware, espresso finish, and creative functionality – caster-supported lift-top
cocktail table, end table with drawer. Each of these elements combines to create a stylish
look for your home’s living room.
3587-30
3587-04

Cocktail Table with Lift-Top on Casters
End Table with Functional Drawer

TRAMMEL COLLECTION
The traditional brown mahogany finish and unique shape makes the Trammel
Collection a perfect addition to your living room. Serpentine lines form the
boxed table tops, each edged with short grain mahogany border. Wheat sheaf
carved accents top spiral turned legs while display shelving is supported by
traditional bun feet.

5554-30
5554-04
5554-05

Cocktail Table with Two Functional Drawers
End Table with Functional Drawer
Sofa Table with Two Functional Drawers

50 x 30 x 20H
26 x 26 x 26H
50 x 19 x 30H

48 x 26 x 20H
24 x 22 x 24H

• Cocktail table with casters for easy mobility

T-35
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LOCKWOOD COLLECTION
The unique serpentine-shaped marble top with spiral turned legs makes the Lockwood
Collection a perfect traditional style addition to your living room. Lockwood Collection
features functional drawers and bottom shelf for ample storage space. Available in
warm cherry finish.

T-37

5560-30
5560-04
5560-05

Cocktail Table with Marble Top
End Table with Marble Top
Sofa Table with Marble Top

• Genuine marble top

50 x 30 x 20H
26 x 26 x 26H
50 x 19 x 30H

TARANTULA COLLECTION
These old world Mediterranean styled tables are rich in the heritage look. Featuring
in a burnish brown cherry finish and a beveled marble top, the classy look of Tarantula
Collection is timeless.

5543-30
5543-04
5543-05

Cocktail Table with Marble Top
End Table with Marble Top
Sofa Table with Marble Top

50 x 28 x 20H
28 x 28 x 25H
50 x 20 x 30H

• Genuine marble top

T-38

CAVENDISH COLLECTION
Generous curves and a warm cherry finish enhance the traditional look of the Cavendish
Collection. Carved egg and dart molding accent the apron and glass insert provides a
view onto the display shelves.

T-39

5556-30
5556-04
5556-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Insert
Round End Table with Glass Insert
Sofa Table with Glass Insert

50 x 32 x 19H
26 Dia x 25.75H
50 x 20 x 30H

Toulon COLLECTION
Bold curves provide elegant contrast to the unique look of the Toulon Collection.
The heavily scrolled base supports of the tables feature French provincial inspired
routing while wire-brushed distressing provides texture to the acacia veneer of this
elegant occasional collection.

5438-30
5438-04
5438-05

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

48 x 26 x 19.5H
24 x 26 x 24.25H
48 x 18 x 30.25H

T-40

JENKINS COLLECTION
The Jenkins Collection occasional group shows a strong personality with the look
of a leather edge banding and etched center motif. Featuring curved metal base and
a warm tobacco finish.

T-41

5553-01
5553-04
5553-05

Round Cocktail Table
Round End Table
Sofa Table

39.5 Dia x 20H
25.5 Dia x 25.5H
49.5 x 19.5 x 29.5H

Barbary COLLECTION
The profile and accenting of the Barbary Collection reflects your taste for traditional
style. Elegant appointments such as medallion accent, quadrant book-match veneer
and traditional cherry finish, lend to the classic design of your living room. Drawers
create convenient, functional storage within the space.

3618-30
3618-04
3618-05

Cocktail Table
End Table with Functional Drawer
Sofa Table with Functional Drawer

48 x 30 x 19H
26 x 26 x 24H
50 x 20 x 30H

T-42

LOGAN COLLECTION
Traditional design elements have been blended to create the classic look of the
Logan Collection. A warm cherry finish is utilized to beautifully accent the inset
marble tabletops, while acanthus leaf accenting lends its classic appeal to the
cabriole legs and table aprons.
3547-30
3547-04
3547-05

Cocktail Table with Marble Inset
End Table with Marble Inset
Sofa Table with Marble Inset

MARIACARLA COLLECTION
Blending elements of traditional design creates the classic look of the Mariacarla
Collection. Genuine marble table tops perch atop acanthus leaf relief-enhanced cabriole
legs in this occasional table offering. The dark cherry leg finish of the collection serves to
highlight not only the traditional style but the marble as well.

3526-30
3526-04
3526-05

Cocktail Table with Marble Top
End Table with Marble Top
Sofa Table with Marble Top

54 x 34 x 20H
28 x 28 x 24H
56 x 20 x 32H

• Genuine marble top

50 x 32 x 20H
28 x 26 x 24H
50 x 20 x 30H

• Genuine marble top

T-43

T-44

Bonaventure Park COLLECTION
With styling that exemplifies traditional design, the Bonaventure Park Collection
exudes sophistication and refined elegance. Cantered cabriole legs support the
serpentine shaped tops of the occasional tables, while egg and dart molding, along
with the acanthus leaf motif lend accent to the traditional look. Creating additional
interest is the distinct tray-style top of the cocktail table, with inset glass providing
support to your decorative accents. Burl inlay on end, and sofa tables create
beautiful contrast to the gold-highlighted cherry finish of the collection.

T-45

1935-30
1935-04
1935-05

Cocktail Table with Glass Inset
End Table
Sofa Table

54 x 31 x 20H
24 x 26 x 25H
56 x 18 x 30H

Croydon COLLECTION
Elegantly designed for the traditional home, the Croydon Collection masterfully
blends classic touches to create an occasional offering that will be the perfect fit for
your living room. Birch veneer and poplar carvings are finished in a rich cherry and
feature gold tipping for an added touch of elegance. Cabriole legs along with scroll
accent lend dramatically to the profile of the collection. Matching seating options
are available in the collection.

9815-30
9815-04
9815-05

Cocktail Table
End Table
Sofa Table

48 x 28 x 20.25H
28 x 26 x 24.25H
52 x 18 x 30.25H

T-46

ELLA MARTIN COLLECTION
When adding the personal touches to your living space that reflect the warmth and elegance
of your home, the Ella Martin Collection is the perfect traditional table offering. Featuring
a warm brown cherry finish, smoked glass, and gold tipped acanthus leaf motif.

T-47

1288-301
1288-305
1288-307

Cocktail Table with Glass Insert
End Table with Glass Insert
Sofa Table with Glass Insert

• ˙ Glass insert top

50 x 30 x 19H
28 x 24 x 25H
54 x 19 x 29H

Florentina COLLECTION
The elaborate designs of Old World Europe are treated with a distinct modern
touch in the Florentina Collection. The marble topped tables feature a delicate
gray hue that accents the silver, with gold undertone finish of the wood base. With
details such as shell and acanthus leaf scrolling and cabriole legs, the traditional
look of the collection is solidified.

8412-30
8412-04

Cocktail Table with Marble Top
End Table with Marble Top

52 x 30 x 20H
28 x 26 x 24H

Upholstery: 8412 Florentina Collection
• Genuine marble top
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MARSTON COLLECTION
Refined elegance is exemplified in the design of the Marston Collection. An elegant
pedestal base rises to support the clipped-cornet rectangular table top. The dark cherry
finish further compliments the classic look of the collection. The collection also feature
bedroom and dining options.
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2615DC-30RT
2615DC-04RT

Cocktail Table
End Table

48 x 28 x 19H
28 x 24 x 24.5H

Paseo COLLECTION
Metal, glass and wood elegantly combined to create the modern-transitional look of the
Paseo Collection. The distinct pattern of the quarter-match veneer is highly visible through
the glass table tops of this 3-piece occasional offering. Providing decorative contrast to the
cherry finish and support to the glass tops are the metal corners.

3612-31

3-Piece Occasional Tables
Cocktail Table: 48 x 24 x 17.5H
End Table:
19.5 x 21.75 x 20H
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TEMPE COLLECTION
With a scale appropriate for any number of cozy
living rooms, the Tempe Collection will provide
the look and style you want in your home. The
transitional feel of the group comes from the richly
hued faux marble table top and the minimalistic
design of this three pack occasional group. The
tables are constructed of metal with a black finish.
Matching dining and home office options are also
available in the collection.
2601-31

3-Piece Occasional Tables
with Faux Marble Top
Cocktail Table: 48 x 24 x 16H
End Table:
22 x 20 x 21H

Vasily COLLECTION
Mid-Century modern design provides inspiration
in the Vasily Collection. Cherry finished wood
legs are joined by an inner, high-polished chrome
ring and rise to support the glass tops in this threepiece occasional table offering. Included are two
round end tables and one oval cocktail table.
3561-31

3-Piece Occasional Tables
with Glass Top
Cocktail Table: 48 x 32 x 20H
End Table:
26 Dia x 24H

Fairhope COLLECTION
Metal scroll-work lends a feminine touch to the side supports of the beautiful Fairhope
Collection. The display shelf metal bases of this three-piece occasional collection rise to
support faux marble tops creating a timeless look. A matching sofa table, can also be served as
TV stand, is featured in this collection.
3580-31
35800-T
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3-Piece Occasional Tables with Faux Marble Top
Cocktail Table: 48 x 24 x 18H
End Table:
22 x 20 x 21H
Sofa Table / TV Stand with Faux Marble Top 62 x 18 x 28H

Perivale COLLECTION
Geometric inspired lines provide support to the printed faux marble tops of the
Perivale Collection. Silver legs are angled for support and visual interest, providing
stark contrast to the round black faux marble. The collection is offered as a 3-piece
set for convenient placement within your home.
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3623-31 3-Piece Occasional Tables
		

Cocktail Table: 36 Dia x 17H
End Table:
24 Dia x 24H

Fideo COLLECTION
Wood and metal are combined to create the rustic industrial style of the Fideo
Collection. Metal framing encircles the profile of the wood-topped cocktail and end
tables of this 3-piece occasional collection. Pine veneer is featured in a herringbone
pattern and have been given a burnished finish to complement the gray metal frame.

5606-31 3-Piece Occasional Tables
		

Cocktail Table: 32 Dia x 19H
End Table:
24 Dia x 24H
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Old Forge COLLECTION
Your rustic industrial inspired home décor will be perfectly accented by the Old Forge
Collection. Trend-forward metal pipe-fitting structure supports the pine veneer tabletops
in this 3-piece occasional table offering.
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3600-31 3-Piece Occasional Tables
		

Cocktail Table: 47 x 23 x 18H
End Table:
22 x 22 x 24H

Damsel COLLECTION
Dark metal framing provides support to the plank style top of the Damsel Collection.
A dark burnish finish serves to highlight the elm veneer of the table’s tops in this
3-piece occasional set. Angled legs lend sturdy support and give nod to the rustic
industrial styling that inspired the design.

3619-31
3-Piece Occasional Tables
		

Cocktail Table: 48 x 24 x 18.5H
End Table:
22 x 22 x 23.75H
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ELWELL COLLECTION
The wedge shape of the Elwell chair-side table allows
for placement in the smallest of spaces while still providing
ample space for a small table lamp or accessory display.
4728AK
4728BK
4728ES

4728AK

4728BK

Wedged Chairside Table,
Oak
24 x 16 x 23.5H
Wedged Chairside Table,
Black
24 x 16 x 23.5H
Wedged Chairside Table,
Espresso
24 x 16 x 23.5H

Abertram COLLECTION
Providing perfect accent as an ottoman or cocktail
table, the Abertram Collection will be an elegant
addition to your home. The fully upholstered
rectangular piece is covered in a neutral beige fabric
and features nailhead accent as well as button tufting,
creating a tailored profile. Casters allow for ease of
movement within your space for perfect placement.
3617-30

Cocktail Ottoman

48 x 30 x 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters
for easy mobility

4728ES

ROWLEY COLLECTION
Interactive, stylish and just plain fun, the Rowley Collection
provides a multifunctional table for your living space. The
hydraulic gas lift of the metal table base easily ascends with
the push of a button to take the table from cocktail height to
dining level. Accompanied by four storage ottomans that
act as dining chairs, this versatile group is the perfect option
for those looking for additional space as well as style.

Allium COLLECTION
Providing perfect accent as an ottoman or cocktail
table, the Allium Collection will be an elegant addition
to your home. The fully upholstered square piece is
covered in a neutral gray fabric and features nailhead
accent as well as button tufting, creating a tailored
profile. Casters allow for ease of movement within
your space for perfect placement.

3217PU
3217PUS

3616-01

Gas Lift Table
36 Dia x 20.5 - 30H
4-Piece Pack
16.25 x 16.25 x 17.5H
Ottomans with Storage

Cocktail Ottoman

40 x 40 x 18H		

• Cocktail ottoman with casters
for easy mobility

• Sold in 5pc set only (1 table with 4 ottomans)
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4555NV

Round Ottoman, Navy

36 Dia x 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

4555GY

Round Ottoman, Gray

36 Dia x 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

Jaunt COLLECTION
Luxurious, decadent, glamorous – a lifestyle of decorative extravagance is
within reach with the Jaunt Collection. Velvet fabric is tufted with dramatic flair
at the center of the round ottoman, punctuated with an eye-catching over-sized
button. Offered in navy, blue and gray for perfect placement within your personal
decorative scheme. Casters allow for quick and easy movement around your space.
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4555BU

Round Ottoman, Blue

36 Dia x 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility
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FLEMING COLLECTION
Moving through your living space with the greatest of ease is the
Fleming Collection. Situated on casters, the multi-functional
ottoman features display storage and defined quad seating that,
when turned over, can be used as serving trays.
4732PU

Cocktail Ottoman with Flip Trays on Casters
36.25 x 36.25 x 18H

468PU

Cocktail Ottoman with Casters, Dark
Brown Bi-Cast Vinyl
36 x 36 x 17H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

SYNERGY COLLECTION
The need for additional storage space in your modern home
will be met with the Synergy Collection. The two segments of
this ottoman serve equally as storage space, yet two different
functional tops define each of their roles. With the first section,
an airlift mechanism lifts the seat to reveal storage below. The
second section is a fully extended lift top that not only reveals
storage space, but will bring the seat top towards you for those
times when you need an extra table surface. This padded
ottoman is covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl with white
contrast stitching.

468CP

4727PU

Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman with Casters
42 x 42 x 18H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility
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KAITLYN COLLECTION
Functional cocktail ottoman with casters features storage
and seating that reverse to reveal up to four individual
serving trays.

Cocktail Ottoman With Casters,
Chocolate Textured Plush Microfiber
36 x 36 x 17H

• Cocktail ottoman with casters for easy mobility

VEGA COLLECTION
The cocktail ottoman with storage trunk of the Vega Collection
offers an inventive way to store your assorted odds and ends out
of the way but still within reach. The fully upholstered ottomans
feature removable tops that open up to a finished interior perfect
for storage while the removable top also functions as a tray.
459B-PU

Storage Cocktail Ottoman
42 x 42 x 19H

CLAIRE COLLECTION
Functional cocktail ottoman features seating that reverses to
reveal four individual serving trays and four cleverly stored
stools.
470PU
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Storage Cocktail Ottoman
38 x 38 x 20H

BLASEY COLLECTION
Convenient, stylish storage space will be added
to your home with the dark brown bi-cast vinyl
upholstered Blasey Collection. When turned over,
the comfortable ottoman bench seating reveals
a functional service tray and removable seating
cubes.
4738PU

Storage Bench with Two Ottomans
45 x 17 x 18H

CLAIRE COLLECTION
This functional two-seat storage ottoman reverses
to reveal two individual serving trays and two
cleverly stored stools. Covered in dark brown bicast vinyl.
469PU

Storage Bench with Two Ottomans
35 x 17.5 x 17.5H

VEGA COLLECTION
The cocktail ottoman with storage trunk of the Vega
Collection offers an inventive way to store your
assorted odds and ends out of the way but still within
reach. The fully upholstered ottomans feature
removable tops that open up to a finished interior
perfect for storage while the removable top also
functions as a tray.
458B-PU

Storage Cocktail Ottoman
48 ×x 25 x 19H

WICHFIELD collection
The Wichfield Collection provides a multifunctional option for your casual living space.
Utilized as seating, storage ottoman or cocktail
table, the unit’s lift-top function opens to reveal
modest storage space, while the padded dark
brown bi-cast vinyl-covered top provides comfort
in those times that additional seating space is
needed. Further enhancing the function of this
piece is the wood display shelf that is finished in
warm brown cherry.
4611PU

CLAIR COLLECTION
As in many homes, the need for functional storage is
great. The Clair Collection offers not only the
function of storage, but seating as well. The unit is
covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl that features
baseball stitching.
471PU
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Lift-Top Storage Bench, Dark Brown
43 x 17 x 18H

Lift-Top Storage Bench
44.75 x 17.5 x 20H

Staunton collection
Transitionally styled to accent a number of home
decors and covered in dark brown bi-cast vinyl, the
Staunton Collection provides the additional storage
and seating space that your home requires. Metal
riveted accents grace each corner of the unit and
wood legs provide support. The lift-top of the
ottoman opens to reveal storage space.
4742PU

Lift-Top Storage Bench
43.75 x 18.75 x 20.75H

Fedora collection
Providing a stylish and function addition to your
home is the Fedora Collection. Designed for
placement in a number of settings the top opens to
reveal ample storage for your personal items. The
ottoman is offered in the neutral tones of gray or
brown for further decorative flexibility.

4730PU

Afton collection
Providing stylish storage space in your home is the Afton Collection. The button tufted
lift-top storage ottoman is offered in cream fabric or dark brown bi-cast vinyl. Turned
legs support this lovely accent piece.
4730PU
4730NF
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Lift-Top Storage Bench
Lift-Top Storage Bench, Fabric

42 x 17 x 19H
42 x 17 x 19H

4730NF

4614-F1

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Brown
43 x 18 x 18.75H

4614-F3

Lift-Top Storage Bench, Gray
43 x 18 x 18.75H

Tala COLLECTION
A bold statement for any room, the Tala Collection provides
function and style for your living space. Offered in dark
blue and brown, each piece is boldly accented with a white
quatrefoil pattern. The attached lift top allows for discrete
storage space within your home.
4501-F1

Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman, Blue
36 x 26 x 19.5H

COLUSA COLLECTION
Additional storage space is always welcome in
any home. The Colusa Collection will provide you
with the extra room you need to store your personal
items. Covered in a neutral gray fabric, this
transitionally designed ottoman will place perfectly
in a number of home decors. Button tufting lends a
stylish touch to the piece.
4741FA

4501-F2

Lift-Top Storage Cocktail Ottoman, Brown
36 x 26 x 19.5H

Elista COLLECTION
Modern styling combined with the look of tailored
menswear creates a uniquely appointed accent
for your home in the Elista Collection. Dark gray
tweed fabric is interwoven to create eye-catching
drama on the available bench and stool. The
collection also features a coordinating bed.
5873N-BH
5873N-ST
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Lift-Top Storage Bench
44.5 x 19 x 18.75H

Bench
Ottoman

49.5 x 20 x 18.5H
21.5 x 21.5 x 19.25H

Metallo COLLECTION
Created for placement in the modern-industrial
inspired home, the Metallo Collection will provide
welcome seating and decorative accent in a number
of settings within your living space. Dark metal legs
rise to support the wood-framed padded seat, while
the striking combination of the mixed-media creates a
stylish profile.

Destry COLLECTION
With a base that lends to a modern look and seat
that has design roots that lean towards a more
traditional styling, the Destry Collection will be
a versatile choice for your home. The continuous
frame of the black metal base supports the button
tufted fabric seat. Offered in dark gray and beige
for the perfect pairing to your home décor.

4526

4507-F1

Bench, Beige
46.5 x 20.5 x 18H

4507-F2

Bench, Dark Gray
46.5 x 20.5 x 18H

Bench

47.25 x 14.5 x 16.5H

Qirin COLLECTION
Designed with a traditional touch and a nod towards
modern classicism, the Qirin Collection accent bench
is a gorgeous option for your home. A sturdy metal
frame design is supported with subtle distressed white
finish covers the wood turned legs and is elegantly
accented by the bluish gray, button-tufted seat.
4502FA

Bench

55.25 x 17 x 21H
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RORY COLLECTION
In looking for an accent piece for your home, your
desire style and functionality – the Rory Collection
delivers on both counts. Offered in black bonded
leather and gray linen fabric this decorative bench
features button tufting and a continuous X-frame
design. The padded seat, along with a clean design,
provides the perfect spot for a moments rest.
4605GY

X-Base Bench, Gray Linen
48 x 16.5 x 18H

4605BK

X-Base Bench, Black Bonded
Leather
48 x 16.5 x 18H

Nestor COLLECTION
Mottled coloring provides realistic enhancement
to the alligator embossed bi-cast vinyl seat of the
Nestor Collection. Supported by a chrome base. This
modern accent bench is a glamorous addition to your
home décor.
4506PU

Bench

46 x 20.5 x 19H

Bingsley collection
Danish Mid-Century modern design is infused in the
style platform of the Bingsley Collection decorative
ottoman bench that also served as additional seating.
Wood framing features the expected delicate tapering
of the legs classic to this style and provides an
elegant contrast to the dark gray tone of the buttontufted fabric seat.
4692-13

Bench

51 x 17.75 x 17.5H
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Occasional Catalog Index

4500-F1

4500-F2

4500-F3

Cleo COLLECTION
Providing a stylish accent for your home décor is the Cleo Collection. Round,
with a removable lid that features button tufted accenting, and supported by
slightly flared legs, this small accent piece makes a big statement whether you’re
using it for additional seating, as a footstool or storage piece. The ottoman is
offered in three versatile, trend-forward colors – yellow print, blue and beige.
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4500-F1
4500-F2
4500-F3

Storage Ottoman, Blue
Storage Ottoman, Beige
Storage Ottoman, Yellow Print

20 Dia x 17H
20 Dia x 17H
20 Dia x 17H
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